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ONENESS 101: 9 – Be a Divine Dodecahedron 
 

Time for another class with Hilarion! Visualize yourself at the University of Life. Your classroom 

is inside a 120-foot tall pyramid atop a hill in the center of the campus. Go inside the pyramid. 

This time, you initially see no spiral staircase in the middle of it. Your faith falters. How are you 

to go to Hilarion’s classroom in the pyramid’s apex, 5 floors up? 
 

Be still and become centered in your I Am Self. Sense a shaft or beam of light that comes down 

upon you, and extends 2-3 feet away all around your aura and physical body. When prompted 

by Spirit, rise up the shaft and travel through the four lower floors until you reach the fifth floor, 

which is the apex or capstone of the pyramid. Go in, look around and take your seat. 
 

Note that the classroom has taken on the shape of a dodecahedron, one of the Platonic solids. 

What is a dodecahedron? It is composed of 12 pentagons, which are 5-sided structures. The 

number 5 stands for the Fifth Ray of Healing, Unity and 

Integration. 12 pentagons represent the 12 spiritual powers, 

each of which we employ to bring about balance, healing and 

harmony. All 12 powers are equal in your healing efforts and 

are to be integrated and synthesized into one whole. 

 

Hilarion materializes in the middle of the dodecahedron, looking 

like he did when he was Plato and taught in his Academy in 

Greece. He points to each of the 12 pentagons that make up 

the outward surface of the dodecahedron that surrounds you. 

Each pentagon is labeled with one of the 12 powers: faith, 

strength, love, wisdom, will, power, imagination, understanding, order, zeal, regeneration and 

elimination. One with Hilarion as he leads you, affirm and know: 
 

Faith heals. 

Strength harmonizes. 

Love mends. 

Wisdom balances. 

Will inspires. 

Power promotes. 

Imagination sees. 

Understanding knows. 

Order aligns. 

Zeal adds zest. 

Regeneration rebirths the Christ. 

Elimination purifies. 
 

I Am whole and holy, happy and harmonious. 

With my 12 powers, I heal humanity. 

I Am a divine dodecahedron. 

I am one in the One. 


